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Introduction 
[brief discussion to contextualise the session] 
 
What is an archive?  What is the difference between a physical and digital 
archive?  As you carry out your research in this session, use these questions as 
a prompt to think about what you are doing and why you are doing it: 
 

• How do you engage with a digital archive? 
• How do you read the material content? 
• What narratives emerge? 
• How do you make sense of myriad objects to find meaning? 
• How do you move through the archive? 
• What do you avoid? Cluster around? What are you drawn to? 

 
 

And remember.... 
• You are in dialogue with the archive. It demands interpretation and does 

not 'speak for itself'.  
• An archive will always have gaps, tears, and be fragments (however 

'complete'). There will likely be inconsistencies. 
• Your task is to be a reflexive researcher and how what you discover can 

shape and add to your own knowledge and knowledge in the world. 
• There is a difference between researching an archive as a ‘primary 

source’ as opposed to researching critical analyses, which are ‘secondary 
sources’. 

 
 
The Task... 
 

1. Find the archive, Siobhan Davies RePlay; what search terms did you use? 
2. Log-in (check you are registered on the archive). Being a registered user 

gives you full access to all that is there. 
3. When you arrive at the homepage, what takes your interest?  Where do 

you go next? 
 
 
[the following six search tasks (A) – (F) were distributed among the group, one 
task each] 
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The search...(A) 
 

1. First, create a new scrapbook so you can collect together your searches. 
Give it a name. 

2. Go to the dance works page.  Find works made in the 1980s. Choose one 
of these and save this dance work page to your scrapbook.  Why this 
work? What were you drawn to? 

3. Note the range of media available. Select a video and view it. Save to your 
scrapbook.  

4. Go to the video stills option and view the video. What do you notice when 
viewing this way? 

5. Go back to the media and find a photograph that you are most interested 
in and save to your scrapbook. 

6. Select one person associated with the work- dancer, composer, designer 
etc. 

7. Search for other records associated with this person. What do you find? 
Find and select two different records (still image, text, movie etc). Save 
them to your scrapbook. 

 
 
The search...(B) 
 

1. First, create a new scrapbook so you can collect together your searches. 
Give it a name. 

2. Go to the dance works page. Search for Bank. Save this dance work page 
to your scrapbook. What records are associated with this work?  How 
many versions can you find? 

3. Select a video from one version of Bank and view it. Save it to your 
scrapbook. 

4. What other media are associated with this work?  Select a text record, 
read it and save to your scrapbook. 

5. Find the name of someone associated with the work.  Search this name. 
What other records do you find? Open and view two of these records and 
save one or both to your scrapbook. 

6. Go to the dance works page and find a different work made in the same 
decade as Endangered Species. What media is associated with that 
work? View the images and select two to save to your scrapbook. What 
drew you to these images? 

7. Review your scrapbook. What does the range of material tell you about 
Davies' work? 
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The search...(C) 
 

1. First, create a new scrapbook so you can collect together your searches. 
Give it a name. 

2. Click on the central window on the home page. Where does it take you? 
What range of media is associated with this work?  Select a video and 
view it. Save it to your scrapbook. 

3. Go to the guest scrapbook area.  Select s scrapbook and read it. What 
does the scrapbook include?  Select one of items the scrapbooker 
includes. What were you drawn to? Save it to your scrapbook. 

4. Search for other records associated with this work/person.  Search for 
other items associated with a dancer in this work. Choose one and save it 
to your scrapbook.  

5. Review your scrapbook.  Search for and add another item that relates to 
your scrapbook and save that too. What does the scrapbook tell you? 

 
 
The search...(D) 
 

1. First, create a new scrapbook so you can collect together your searches. 
Give it a name. 

2. Find Birdsong. Save this dance work page to your scrapbook.  Look at the 
range of media and choose one item from each of the categories. Save 
each to your scrapbook.    

3. Search for the 'kitchen'. What do you find there? Read some of the 
comments by the dancers.  Select one of the dancers and search for other 
records of this dancer on the archive.  

4. View some of these items and choose two different ones to save to your 
scrapbook. 

5. Review your scrapbook. What does it tell you?  Is there anything else you 
want to add to it? 

 
 
The search...(E) 
 

1. First, create a new scrapbook so you can collect together your searches. 
Give it a name. 

2. Search for Henry Montes. View the records that relate to In Plain Clothes. 
Save this dance work page to your scrapbook. Find videos of him in 
rehearsal and save two to your scrapbook.  Why did you choose these?  

3. Now view the video of the dance.  Did you see the material Montes was 
rehearsing? 

4. Go back to the scratch tapes and view some more. Save two more to your 
scrapbook. 

5. Review your scrapbook.  What else can you search and save to your 
scrapbook? 
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The search…(F) 
 

1. First, create a new scrapbook so you can collect together your searches. 
Give it a name. 

2. Go to the dance works page and find Plants and Ghosts. Save this dance 
work page to your scrapbook. 

3. Search for text by Caryl Churchill, read it and save it to your scrapbook. 
4. Can you find any other dance works which include text? 
5. Save some of the texts to your scrapbook. 
6. View the other media related to the works which include texts.  Find 

something that takes your interest from each and save them to your 
scrapbook. 

 
 
 
Private study [all students were given the following task to do in their own time] 
 
The search...(G) 
 

1. First, create a new scrapbook so you can collect together your searches. 
Give it a name. 

2. Find one work from each of the decades that Davies has been working for 
each work, note the range of media available and then select one of these 
works to focus on.  Why this work?  What were you drawn to? 

3. For this work, what video is available?  Choose one video and watch it. 
4. As you watch, what interests you, perhaps it is the theme, a particular 

dancer, the music, the dance structure? Save it to your scrapbook. 
5. Search either ‘Deborah Saxon’, ‘Sarah Warsop’ or ‘Matteo Fargion’. What 

do you find? 
6. Select one of these records and note what you find interesting about it. 

Save it to your scrapbook. 
 
 
 
[…each search task was followed by] 
 
Finally...  
 
What did you find easy about the search?  What did you find difficult? 
What was the most interesting discovery? What was the most surprising 
discovery? 
Do you think you will come back and look for more on the archive? 
If not, why not?  What could be improved? 
 
 
 


